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Welcome! Please feel free to use your video.

Questions or Comments?
• Type them in the Zoom Chat
• Raise your hand
Click Ask for Help to call the event host to the breakout room

Breakout: Watershed Modeling
Targeted Technical Uncertainties:
• Advance beyond current watershed regression inputs to understand:
- what is going on in the watershed (spatially),
- what are the drivers of watershed loading (e.g., land-use and land cover),
- and what is the effectiveness of proposed policy and program changes for receiving waters?
• Reduce uncertainties associated with watershed scenarios and level of confidence in model application

Proposed Research Actions:
Compare loading inputs and estimates from different model sources
Regression approach (2022 – 2024): Ecology/USGS update to SPARROW to include all Puget Sound watersheds
and estimate seasonal nutrient loads. Coordinate with local implementation groups and local/state agencies to
update datasets on water quality, land use, and implementation activity.
Lead: D. Bilhimer, WA Department of Ecology
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Sources of Uncertainty

1) Model equations and
parameters

Sources of
uncertainty in
modeled
stormwater runoff
and contaminant
loads

2) Data for model
implementation

Key Questions
Does the model adequately represent the
processes controlling the outputs of interest?
For example, runoff via natural (soil matrix) and engineered
(stormwater infrastructure) flow paths.

Do the data accurately represent the system at the
scales required to model the outputs of interest?
Has the problem of equifinality been minimized?

3) Calibration methods
4) Propagation of
uncertainty among
submodels

Can we systematically disqualify solutions for which calibrated
parameters provide the right answers for the wrong reasons?

Has model calibration reduced model uncertainty
and its propagation among submodel components?
What model performance tests can help address these questions?

VELMA Urban Spatial Data Layers (5-meter Grid)

Halama et al., In review. Improved urban runoff prediction using high-resolution land-use, imperviousness,
and stormwater infrastructure data applied to a process-based ecohydrological model.
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and to linked external models

Image from: Vision Statement for a Puget Sound Basin Coupled Environmental and Human Systems
Modeling Framework (2018 unpublished). Bob McKane, Tarang Khangaonkar, Isaac Kaplan, Chris Harvey,
Hem Nalini Morzaria Luna, Tessa Francis, Phillip Levin, Emily Howe, Jesse Israel, Michael Schmidt, Jonathan
Halama, Allen Brookes, Kevin Djang

Breakout: Watershed Modeling
General Q&A for Bob (5-10 minutes)

Open Discussion (15-20 minutes)
What watershed uncertainties are shared across different modeling efforts?

In the Chat: Who else should we engage in the next watershed
modeling workshop either as participants or presenters?

